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Abstract Demand in railway systems has strongly increased these past years,
imposing to scheduled more trains with limited resources. Saturation of the
infrastructure and traffic density make the network more vulnerable to delays:
they occur often and affect other trains. This is of utmost importance to
provide scheduling that are robust to small perturbations and reduce delay
propagation.

This paper presents an original and flexible methodology to model train de-
lays a few days before operations and estimate for each train its own probability
distribution depending of the context (weather, origin, day of the week, etc).
Such predictions have promising applications in scheduling as they provide
additional knowledge to improve decision tools. The case of the platforming
problem is studied.

Keywords Railway Operations · Punctuality · Generalized Linear Models ·
Long-term delay prediction

1 Introduction

In recent years, the number of passengers on railway networks has continu-
ously increased, putting strong pressure on railways operators and infrastruc-
ture managers. Indeed, more trains have to be scheduled with limited resources
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as infrastructure and rolling stock investments are expensive and difficult to
deploy. An efficient utilization of capacity is necessary to simultaneously main-
tain a reliable service for passenger and respond to mobility demand. Indeed,
infrastructure saturation makes the railway system more vulnerable to de-
lays, which occur and propagate quickly. A considerable amount of researches
have been dedicated to develop more reliable planning, that will reduce delay
propagation and that will affect less the service quality during operations.

Recent availability of railway data, such as track occupations records or
passenger affluence, combined with technological and algorithmic advances
have allowed the creation of a large variety of traffic management tools. More-
over, using these data with machine learning methods is promising as it could
explain a part of traffic variability. This can help to increase level of service,
for instance with real-time rescheduling approaches, passenger information
systems or simulation methods.

This paper presents a methodology to apply statistical learning methods
on historical railway data in order to obtain for each train its own delay prob-
ability distribution a few days before operations. Arrival delay at a specific
station are modelled, in order to support scheduling decision in this area, in
particular concerning the routing and platform assignment planning. Know-
ing which trains are expected to be on time and which one have the higher
risk of delay is valuable to propose planning that will absorb more delays and
remain feasible under predictable perturbations by optimizing the utilization
of residual capacity.

It is structured as follow. Section 2 exhibits a rapid overview of existing
works on delay modeling and their perspectives for railway traffic management
and control. Section 3 deals with the platforming problem. Section 4 describes
the delay modelling problem and reveals the study case. Section 5 presents the
methodology used for this study. Experiments are depicted in section 6 and
performance results are given in section 7. Section 8 addresses considerations
about obtained results, limits and perspectives.

2 Related studies

Literature is extensive on arrival delay distributions. The negative exponential
distribution is used [10, 8, 29, 23]. Other candidates have been examined.
Bergström and Krüger [2] have rejected the normal distribution due to the
skewness of delays, but the lognormal and the power-law are considered. The
studied distributions fail to model efficiently both small and extreme values of
delay. Yuan [29] compares the goodness-of-fit of different distributions with the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Weibull, log-normal and gamma models fit
the data better. Goverde et al [7] use a Weibull distribution to simulate initial
delays in a capacity consumption study.

In the field of delay or travel time prediction, two different types of studies
exist based on prediction horizon: short-term prediction and long-term predic-
tion [18].
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A short-term prediction is done for a near future (less than few hours
ahead). It is fed with real-time data, and it aims to predict delay at next stops
knowing the current delays through the network. One approach is based on
propagation algorithms: Kecman and Goverde [14] use a timed event graph
that contains every scheduled event on the network, precedence relations be-
tween these events and estimated process times based on historical data. This
graph is updated in real-time at every event realization, then delay propaga-
tion and event-time prediction is done to detect conflicts. A second approach
uses machine learning methods. Peters et al. [22] propose a passenger train
delay prediction with neural networks in order to limit delay propagation with
intelligent real-time timetable monitoring. Kecman and Goverde [15] estimate
running and dwell times in real-time with regression methods (robust linear
regression, regression trees and random forest) based on historical data and
the current traffic state. Oneto et al. [20] present three algorithms (Extreme
machine learning, Kernel methods, Random forest) used on historical and
weather data to predict the delay that will affect a train at next checkpoints
with respect to delays at last visited points.

On the other hand, there are long-term delay or travel-time predictions.
These predictions are made at a tactical level (few months to days before op-
erations). Literature is not well documented for this specific case. Markovic et
al. [17] propose a prediction model of arrival train delays with support vector
regression in order to have a better understanding of the relationship between
infrastructure and delays. Some studies have been conducted by Mendes- Mor-
eira et al. [18] on bus travel time data for a three-day horizon with regression
methods (Projection Pursuit Regression, Support Vector Regression and Ran-
dom Forest).

These delay models can be useful in various situations according to the time
horizon. On one hand delay distribution modelling and long-term predictions
can be interessant for scheduling purposes at a tactical level. Vansteenwegen
and Van Oudheusden [28] and Sels et al. [23] conduct studies improving the
objective function by estimating the passenger travel time. Delays are modelled
with a negative exponential distribution to estimate ideal buffer times.This
approach allows to have a better control on the trade-off between speed and
robustness of the service. Bus travel time predictions of Mendes-Moreira et
al [18] are dedicated to help in driver scheduling. On the other hand, short-
term delay predictions are for instance promising for passenger information
and real-time traffic management.

3 The platforming problem

The train platforming problem consists in routing trains through station and
affecting them platforms. First solutions must be given months before opera-
tions, but adjustments can be done until a few days in advance. This problem
is known to be NP-complete [16]. Finding solutions can be very challenging
for main stations due to traffic density and a complex infrastructure. The
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train timetable is given, so arrival and departure time are fixed and solutions
must satisfy commercial, security, resources and passenger flow constraints.
This problem has been well studied with various approaches, for instance with
MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Programming) formulation, constraint propaga-
tion or greedy heuristic [24].

A classic MILP formulation of this problem uses the concept of patterns,
corresponding to an arrival path, a departure path and a stopping platform [3].
Boolean variables are introduce to match trains and patterns and are subject
to several constraints. A basic version[4] usually contains :

– A matching constraint : each train must be assigned to exactly one pattern.
Feasibility issues can be managed by adding variables representing fictive
patterns in case there is no feasible solution. Such variables are minimized
in the objective function.

– A constraint to forbid assignments of incompatible patterns to trains that
are too close in time. Indeed, if a train uses a given pattern, other paths or
platforms may become unavailable during a certain time. These constraints
can be modelled with clique inequality : given a pattern-incompatibility
graph with each node corresponding to a pair train-pattern and each edge
to an incompatibility, for each clique of the graph, at most one of the
boolean variables associated with the nodes of the clique can be equal to
one.

– an objective function : it must minimize the use of fictive patterns but
it can also take into account preferences in pattern assignments, priority
rules, etc.

More complex models can be used to have a better control on the solution
by adding more constraints or using a new objective function. In particular,
railway companies are usually looking to robust solutions that behave well in
real conditions by reducing delay propagation and dispatching needs.

Several methods exist to improve delay robustness of train routing solu-
tions. A first approach uses simulated delay data and a rescheduling algorithm
to evaluate performance of the proposed schedule : a good planning must pro-
duce limited delay propagation under simulated perturbations [5]. A second
approach avoids solutions where resources are used by two trains in a too short
time by penalizing this situations in the objective function of the mixed in-
teger program. Solutions tends to have a better delay absorption capacity[4].
Another method creates recovery solutions : each train receives a primary plat-
form, which is the scheduled one, and a backup platform. This backup platform
can be used if the primary platform is not available, for instance if the train
or its predecessor are delayed[4].
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Fig. 1: Montparnasse station (Paris)

4 Problem definition

4.1 Framework

The purpose of this delay analysis is to improve train routing solutions by
providing additional knowledge on potential perturbations. A robust solution
must be designed to reduce delay propagation in real conditions. Knowing
which trains have better chance to arrive on time and which trains have higher
risk of delay may help to take relevant decisions and to obtain such solutions.

However, it is unrealistic to search for a schedule that is robust to important
perturbations : a train with a large delay needs special adjustments to be
routed, e.g. new route or delay propagation, and many conflicts already occur
with small delays (a few minutes). For this reason, this study analyses only
delays below 20 minutes : they have a significant impact on schedule feasibility,
they are frequent and they produce secondary delays [5].

4.2 Study case

This study takes place at Montparnasse station in Paris, France. With 28
platforms, more than 420 possible paths and an average of 800 arrivals and
departures per day, finding a robust routing and platform assignment is a diffi-
cult. There are a lot of constraints to take into account and many possibilities.

This station is used for high-speed, suburban and regional trains. Given the
structural differences between these services, delays are analyzed separately
with dedicated models. These two services are very different and merging cor-
responding data sets will not be legit : suburban and high-speed trains are
not affected by same factors (affluence, peak hours, weather, travel time,..) or
not in the same way. Models for high-speed trains and suburban trains are
presented here.
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Fig. 3: Arrival delays

Delay distributions are displayed in Figure 3. It must be noticed that both
distributions are skewed and have a peak at zero as most of trains arrive on
time. However high-speed delay distribution is more spread than the suburban
delay distribution, with more early trains and more large delays.

5 Methodology

A four-steps methodology is proposed in this paper. At first data are gathered
from several sources. After that, they are cleaned and relevant indicators are
created to form a data set that is appropriate for a machine learning method.
In the third step, a model is built and trained on this data set. This model is
then tested and its performances are analyzed on unknown data.

5.1 Data gathering

In this study, data are extracted from four main sources :

– Historical data base : devices are placed on tracks and collect information
for each passing train. This records include the time and date, the train
number, the observed delay, the type of movement (arrival, departure, pas-
sage) and the device location.

– Capacity data on loss of time in minutes due to speed limitations on main
axis (only for high-speed trains).

– Weather data on humidity, wind and temperature
– School holidays calendar

5.2 Data set creation

At this step, raw data are transformed to create a data set with relevant
features that can be used with a machine learning method. Each arriving
train at the station will have a row on the dataset containing all its features.
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Historical observations are collected at every station connected to Mont-
parnasse station. By crossing data for a given day with the train number, the
train’s journey can be reconstituted. Many features, such as its origin, its stop-
ping pattern (list of station where the train stops or passes) and its stopping
time at each station are obtained this way.

Features can be sorted in five different categories :

– line planning : scheduled travel time, origin, stops, stopping time, stopping
pattern, ...

– traffic density : number of cross trains at visited stations, headways be-
tween two trains on the line, number of trains on a line for the day,...

– time : type-of-day, hour, departure/arrival time, holidays,...
– capacity : supplements on travel time, renovation works on main axis,...
– weather : temperature, humidity, visibility,...

Once relevant indicators are found, they may have to be transformed before
being used to build a machine learning model. For instance categorical data
must be encoded to obtain numerical features. In this case, the time, the date,
the origin and stopping pattern are categorical data and they are modified
with one hot encoding process. In order to have an homogeneous set of data,
continuous features are standardized.

This dataset is randomly separated in a train set and a test set. the train
set contained about 75% of the data and is used to optimize the model. The
test set is used to evaluate the model on unknown data.

5.3 Modeling

5.3.1 Generalized Linear Models

Generalized linear models (GLMs) extend linear regression by allowing to
model non-normal response with eventually non-constant variance. They have
three components [1]:

– A random component, with the response variable and its distribution,
which belongs to the exponential family.

– Linear predictors : η = X.β with X the covariate matrix and β the
parameter vector.

– A link function g that relates the random component to the predictors :
g(µ) = η with µ the distribution parameter vector.

A generalized linear model can be written as :{
Y ∼ Dist(µ)
g(µ) = Xβ

(1)

These models estimate for each observation its distribution parameter. Re-
gression coefficients vector β is determined by maximum likelihood. The re-
sponse variable can have various shape according to the distribution choice.
GLMs can model binary data, count-data and continuous data on different
domains, e.g. real or positive.
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5.3.2 Feature selection

The presented datasets contain many redundant features and non-informative
predictors. Reducing the number of explanatory variables presents several ben-
efits, like decreasing training time, reducing noise and improving prediction
performance. Simpler models are also easier to interpret [9].

A stepwise procedure is used to obtain a relevant features subset with a
greedy search method. For m potential variables and an initial model M with
a given feature subset, the two following steps are iterated until the criterion
stops decreasing:

– m models are generated by adding one new feature to the subset or by
deleting one of the current subset.

– The model with the smaller criterion is kept and the subset is updated.

The criterion is a function of the log-likelihood penalized by the size of the
subset : C = pk − 2l with l the model log-likelihood, p the penalty and k the
size of the subset. If p = 2, the Akaike criterion (AIC) is obtained.

In this work, the feature selection procedure is iteratively applied to all
distribution parameters until convergence and the initial model is the null
model with an empty feature subset.

5.4 Validation

Validation of probability prediction models is complex : the model outcome
and the response variable are not homogeneous with on one hand a probability
and on the other hand a binary or a real positive observation.

Goodness-of-fit of binary probabilities models, such as logistic regressions,
is usually evaluated on two aspects : calibration and discrimination[27]. Similar
evaluation for non-binary GLMs is not well documented. An option is to assess
predicted probabilities at specific time-points[13] : the model is studied at
time t and probability to observe the event after t is assessed with methods
developed for binary response models.

5.4.1 Calibration

It refers to model's ability to estimate probabilities that are consistent with
observed rate of events. It can be tested either graphically or statistically for
binary responses. In both cases, subjects are first sorted by their predicted
probability of success and separated in g equal-sized groups, then predictions
and observations are compared among each group.

A calibration plot is obtained by displaying for each group of subjects the
average estimated probability with the actual proportion of successes. For a
well-calibrated model, the plot should be close to the 45-degree line.
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Statistical goodness-of-fit test can be performed with the Hosmer-Lemeshow
test[11]. The Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic is given by :

Cg =

g∑
i=1

(O1,i − E1,i)
2

E1,i
+

(O0,i − E0,i)
2

E0,i
, (2)

where O1,i and E1,i (resp. O0,i and E0,i) are the observed and predicted num-
ber of successes (resp. failures) in group i. Under the null hypothesis that the
model fits the data, Cg follows a χ2 distribution with g − 2 degrees of free-
dom. A well calibrated model is expected to have a non-significant p-value,
e.g. greater than 0.05, because the null-hypothesis cannot be rejected.

However, the power of a chi-square test increases with sample size. The test
could reject good models when it is performed on large datasets. It is possible
to correct this dependence by adjusting the number of groups g. Indeed, the
power of the test usually decreases when g increases. A standardized version
of the Hosmer-Lemeshow test is proposed in [21]. For n records in the sample
and m successes, it suggests to use :

g = max

(
10,min

(
m

2
,
n−m

2
, 2 + 8(

n

1000
)2
))

(3)

However this formula is valid only for n ≤ 25000. For larger dataset, au-
thors don't recommand to use the standardized Hosmer-Lemeshow test as the
number of group will increase too fast with the sample size. Two solutions
are suggested. The first strategy is to use resampling to test calibration on
smaller samples and then aggregate results. The second strategy is to test
different group sizes. If the model fail to reject the null-hypothesis for small
values of g, it can be considered calibrated[21].

This test has also strong limitations when predicted probabilities are small
(< 0.1) or large (> 0.9). Indeed, the chi-square assumption may fail if most of
expected probabilities lie in the first or last quantiles [12] or if the number of
groups exceeds the number of events [21].

5.4.2 Discrimination

It refers to the ability to distinguish successes from failures based on the pre-
dicted probabilities: positive events are expected to have a higher predicted
probability of success than negative events.

It is usually measured with the area under the receiver operating charac-
teristic curve or ROC curve[6, 27]. This curve is constructed as follow.

Let y = (y1, ..., yn) be a dichotomous response variable and (p1, ..., pn)
the corresponding estimated probabilities of success. For a given threshold
t ∈ [0, 1], the model can be turned into a classifier with for each subject
ŷk = 1pk≥t the expected binary outcome. For each t, the confusion matrix is
generated, allowing to compute the sensitivity and the specificity :
Sensitivity = TP

TP+FN Specificity = TN
TN+FP
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Observed y
Expected ŷ

1 0

1 True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
0 False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)

The ROC curve is obtained by displaying sensitivity and 1 − specificity
for each threshold t ∈ [0, 1]. Area under this curve, which is also known as
the concordance, is a discrimination indicator : it evaluates the likelihood for
a positive event of having a higher predicted probability of success than a
negative event [11]. Let AUC be the area under the curve. If AUC = 0.5, the
model doesn't discriminate. Discrimination increases with AUC, and values
greater than 0.7 are in general considered as correct[11].

Discrimination and calibration are two separate measures. Indeed, a model
that predicts the same probability to all subjects can be perfectly calibrated
but won’t discriminate at all, while a model with systematic errors on esti-
mated probabilities can discriminate subjects with different outcomes as pre-
dictions ranks are preserved.

6 Experiments

This experiment presents an application of the previous methodology to model
train delays. Two datasets are created with records in minutes on delays of
high-speed and suburban trains and their features. As explained in section 4.1
trains with delay above 20 minutes are deleted and trains with negative delay
are set to zero.

The first set contains data on each high-speed train arriving at Mont-
parnasse station from the 1st July 2016 to the 30th June 2017, representing
approximately 23 000 trains. It contains 101 features, including stopping pat-
tern, weather features, hour, etc. It is randomly splitted in a train set of 17
200 rows and a test set of 5 800 rows.

The second set contains about 71 000 suburban trains arriving at the sta-
tion between the 1st July 2016 and the 22nd December 2017 and 64 features.
It is separated in a train set of 53 000 rows and a test set of 18 000 rows.

All experiments are performed with the R package GAMLSS [25], which
allows to fit generalized linear models to data with a large variety of distri-
butions, including truncated ones, and to estimate several parameters of a
distribution simultaneously. The package also has functions to fit distribution
to data and to perform step-wise feature selection, which are used here.

6.1 Distribution choice

In this step, a distribution is chosen to model delays with a GLM. As available
delay data are positive integers, only discrete distributions are considered.
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They all are truncated on the right at 20 minutes. They are compared and
sorted based on their Akaike criterion in Table 1 for high-speed delay data and
in Table 6 for suburban delay data.

Table 1: Discrete distributions for high speed delays

Distributions Parameters AIC
Zero Inflated Poisson Inverse Gaussian 3 64 950

Zero Adjusted Negative Binomial 3 64 980
Negative Binomial 2 65 100

Delaporte 3 65 100
Sichel 3 65 100

Zero adjusted logarithmic 2 65 390
Waring 2 66 470

Poisson inverse gaussian 2 67 030
Geometric 1 72 800

Zero inflated Poisson 2 79 220
Poisson 1 123 260

Table 2: Discrete distributions for suburban delays

Distributions Parameters AIC
Zero Inflated Poisson Inverse Gaussian 3 152 940

Sichel 3 153 100
Zero Adjusted Negative Binomial 3 153 110

Delaporte 3 153 150
Negative Binomial 2 153 180

Waring 2 153 180
Zero adjusted logarithmic 2 153 220
Poisson inverse gaussian 2 153 630

Geometric 1 163 270
Zero inflated Poisson 2 175 760

Poisson 1 225 880

For this experiment, the negative binomial distribution has been chosen to
model delays. This distribution has two parameters : it is simpler to optimize
than three parameters distributions and it models well both types of delay
according to the AIC. Figure 5 shows graphically how this distribution fits
data.

6.2 feature selection results

Different values of the penalty p are tested to find an ideal feature subset
in the stepwise feature selection procedure. Obtained features are sorted in 5
categories as described in subsection 5.2 : line planning, traffic density, time,
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Fig. 5: Negative binomial distribution

capacity and weather. Tables 3 and 4 contain the number of features of each
category that is used in the final model for each parameter and for p ∈ {3, 6, 10}
[26]. A too complex model might overfit while a too simple model might un-
derfit. It is important to take a feature subset of reasonable size that achieves
good results on unknown data. The column number contains the total number
of candidates per category.

Table 3: Feature selection on suburban model

parameters p = 3 p = 6 p =10
category number µ σ µ σ µ σ

line planning 21 19 13 14 13 12 12
traffic density 7 5 3 5 3 4 3

time 30 16 14 13 11 12 9
capacity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
weather 6 3 5 3 3 3 3

total 64 43 35 35 30 31 27

Higher penalties give smaller feature subsets. However, for every model,
most of predictors come from the line planning category or the time category.
It can be explained by the variable encoding : these categories contain many
binary features modelling categorical data values such as a specific route, origin
or time slot.

6.3 Predictions

For each train with its covariate x, a vector of size 20 is returned, containing
at rank i the value P[y ≤ i|x]. This value is calculated using the cumulative
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Table 4: Feature selection on high-speed model

parameters p = 3 p = 6 p =10
category number µ σ µ σ µ σ

line planning 54 16 14 10 13 5 10
traffic density 9 4 3 3 3 3 2

time 22 9 8 6 5 6 4
capacity 5 1 2 1 2 1 3
weather 11 5 8 5 3 3 3

total 101 35 35 25 26 18 22

Fig. 7: 90% Predicted probability range

distribution function of the negative binomial distribution with the estimated
parameters. The higher is i, the smaller become the estimated probability.
Blue segments in Figure 7 represent the 90% estimated probabilities ranges:
for each time-point i, 90% of the trains have an expected probability of arriving
before i that is covered by the blue line. First and last ventiles (before the 5th

percentile and after the 95th percentile) are not displayed for more visibility as
they may include extreme values. Red points represent the median prediction
for each time-point.

It must be noticed that suburban trains have a lower risk of delay, resulting
in more narrow ranges and smaller estimated probabilities after a few minutes
than high-speed trains.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Hosmer-Lemeshow test and concordance

These models are evaluated based on their calibration and discrimination abil-
ities. As mentioned in section 5.4, these aspects are usually assessed for binary
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probability predictions. For each time-point t from 1 to 20 and for each ob-
servation y, probability of experiencing a delay greater or equal to t minutes
P[y ≥ t|x] is considered as the estimated probability of success of a binary
model. Calibration and discrimination are measured on these binary predic-
tions and results are given in the following tables.

For each time-point t and each proposed model, discrimination is evaluated
with the area under the ROC curve and calibration with the p-value of the
standardized Hosmer-Lemeshow test.

The number of groups g used for this test is computed with the formula (3).
f characterizes the observed frequency of successes, i.e. the percentage of trains
arriving with a delay greater than t in the original sample. p is the penalty
chosen at the feature selection step. AROC greater than 0.65 and p-value
greater than 0.05 are bolded. Values bellow these threshold are insufficient.

Table 5: Model comparison on high speed test set

parameters high-speed 1 high-speed 2 high-speed 3
p = 3 p = 6 p = 10

t f g H-L ROC H-L ROC H-L ROC
1 46 266 0.63 0.65 0.02 0.65 0 0.64
2 37 266 0.11 0.65 0 0.66 0.1 0.65
3 30 266 0.03 0.66 0.03 0.66 0.58 0.66
4 24 266 0.23 0.66 0.18 0.66 0.24 0.66
5 20 266 0.07 0.66 0.68 0.67 0.77 0.66
6 17 266 0.22 0.67 0.15 0.68 0.59 0.67
7 14 266 0.65 0.68 0.82 0.68 0.02 0.68
8 12 266 0.75 0.68 0.11 0.69 0.16 0.69
9 11 266 0.53 0.68 0.3 0.69 0.33 0.69
10 9 261 0.19 0.68 0.46 0.7 0.7 0.69
11 8 218 0.11 0.69 0.87 0.7 0.5 0.7
12 6 184 0.06 0.69 0.62 0.71 0.77 0.7
13 5 153 0.28 0.69 0.85 0.7 0.94 0.69
14 4 122 0.38 0.7 0.56 0.71 0.22 0.7
15 3 100 0.72 0.7 0.54 0.72 0.12 0.71
16 3 81 0.67 0.69 0.6 0.7 0.38 0.69
17 2 58 0.22 0.69 0.54 0.69 0.67 0.67
18 1 42 0.44 0.69 0.5 0.66 0.23 0.68
19 1 24 0.8 0.61 0.45 0.63 0.4 0.61
20 0 10 0.46 0.51 0.33 0.52 0.56 0.52

7.1.1 Diagnostics

Concerning the calibration evaluation, very different results are obtained on
the high-speed and suburban trains. High-speed models are calibrate most of
the time. However suburban models are certified calibrate only for the first
minutes and then obtain significant Hosmer-lemeshow tests for bigger values.
This doesn't mean that there is a miscalibration. Indeed, from t = 4 more than
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Table 6: Model comparison on suburban test set

parameters suburban 1 suburban 2 suburban 3
p = 3 p = 6 p = 10

t f g H-L ROC H-L ROC H-L ROC
1 40 2507 0.02 0.67 0.14 0.67 0.39 0.67
2 24 2158 0.02 0.69 0.47 0.69 0.02 0.69
3 16 1395 0.07 0.71 0.79 0.71 0.77 0.71
4 11 930 0.89 0.71 0.49 0.71 0.9 0.71
5 7 642 0.88 0.72 0.29 0.72 0.04 0.72
6 5 485 0.05 0.72 0.5 0.72 0.09 0.72
7 4 368 0.27 0.71 0.37 0.72 0.3 0.71
8 3 296 0 0.71 0.12 0.71 0.02 0.71
9 3 242 0 0.7 0 0.7 0.23 0.7
10 2 202 0 0.68 0 0.68 0 0.69
11 2 172 0 0.65 0 0.66 0 0.66
12 2 138 0 0.62 0 0.62 0 0.62
13 1 110 0 0.6 0 0.6 0 0.6
14 1 88 0 0.57 0 0.58 0 0.58
15 1 73 0 0.55 0 0.56 0 0.56
16 1 56 0 0.54 0 0.54 0 0.55
17 0 42 0 0.54 0 0.55 0 0.55
18 0 30 0 0.54 0 0.54 0 0.54
19 0 18 0 0.54 0 0.54 0 0.54
20 0 10 0 0.5 0 0.53 0 0.5

50% of subjects have an expected probability of event lower than 0.1. Hosmer
and Lemeshow [12] show that their test might fail under these conditions and
correct models regarding to the calibration might still have small p-value.
Diagnostic can be performed with a calibration plot to evaluate how strong is
the deviation between observations and estimations. Calibration is graphically
assessed when points are near the 45-degree line.

Calibration plots of the second suburban model at different time-points are
displayed in Figure 8. The standardized Hosmer-lemeshow test is not signifi-
cant for t ∈ 1, 3, 5, 7, which is a proof of calibration, and it become significant
for higher values, like t = 9 and t = 11. There are no strong deviations except
a light overestimation of estimated probability as most of points are below the
diagonal.

The AROC indicates discrimination. It is equal to the concordance, which
corresponds to the probability for a couple of subjects with a success and a
failure to have concordant predictions : the estimated probability of experi-
encing an event of the first train is greater than the estimated probability of
event of the second train.

For high-speed models, AROC is approximately constant over the time-
points, but better values, like 0.69 to 0.72 are observed for 10 ≤ t ≤ 18.
Suburban models have good discrimination scores for 2 ≤ t ≤ 10, but achieve
bad performances on higher time-points. This means that the model cannot
recognize a large delay (greater than 10 minutes) from a punctual or small
delayed train based on the estimated probabilities.
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Fig. 8: Calibration plots of Suburban Model 2 with p = 6 for different timepoints t

8 Discussions

8.1 Considerations about the methodology

This methodology gives good results when applied on high-speed trains data,
with a certified calibration and a correct discrimination, in particular for large
delays (higher than 10 minutes). Results are different on suburban trains where
calibration cannot be assessed for time-points greater than 8 and where a light
overestimation is observed. However the model discriminates well, in particular
it distinguishes well punctual trains - less than 2 or three minutes late- from
the others.

The Hosmer-Lemeshow test is a powerful tool to assess calibration in
most situations but it shows strong limitations in two cases : when fore-
casted probabilities are small and for large datasets. Furthermore, this test
has been designed for logistic regression goodness-of-fit evaluation. In the time-
point method to measure the calibration of a discrete distribution, Hosmer-
Lemeshow test is performed at successive times with a decreasing rate of events
and smaller predicted probabilities. This may lead wrongly to bad results for
higher time-points. Intuitively, if the cumulative distribution function is cer-
tify calibrated for first points where most of observations lie, it should be for
other values.

Further research must be conducted to improve this methodology and in-
vestigations are necessary to understand suburban results. Either the Hosmer-
Lemeshow test fails for higher time-points, either models give deviations be-
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tween estimated and predicted probabilities. In this case, new parameters
might be experienced, as changing the distribution or adding new features.

This experiment has also highlighted the influence of a feature selection
step. For high-speed models, discrimination is slightly smaller for p = 3 than
for p = 6 or p = 10. However, a lower penalty provides better calibration, espe-
cially for small time-points. In this study, a penalty p = 3 is preferable because
it is important to be confident in the calibration for lower t. Predicted ranges
are larger, there are more events so it concerns more trains and deviations can
have more consequences. For the suburban models, discrimination is stable
regardless of the feature selection penalty. However a penalty p = 6 appears
to provide better calibration results. With a penalty of 10 the model miscali-
brates for t = 2 and t = 5, and if p = 6 the model overfits and miscalibrates
for t = 1 and t = 2.

On both suburban and high-speed data, models aren't always calibrate for
t = 1. This lack-of-fit might be due to an excessive amount of zero values that
is't well modelled with usual distributions [19]. Two-parts models should be
tested to improve he fitting. They consist in a first binary model that predict
probability of arriving exactly on time. The second model is only trained on
positive delays and estimate with a GLM the delay probability knowing that
the train is delayed.

8.2 Perspective for scheduling

Calibration, namely the agreement between predictions and observations, is
essential for scheduling at main station. Indeed, a major station usually hosts
different services, for instance high-speed or suburban trains, and their delays
are estimated with separate models. Probabilities must be calibrated to allow
using them simultaneously in an operations research model, otherwise a type
of train might be privileged due to bias in estimations. Discrimination is im-
portant to develop robustness strategies : residual capacity can be used where
it is the most needed only if the model distinguishes accurately different levels
of risk.

The results obtained with this methodology can be used in several ways to
improve robustness of solutions of the platforming problem. As mentioned in
section 2, robustness is usually managed with three main strategies. The first
one uses simulated delays to measure robustness. However, these perturbations
are usually generated with a single distribution for every train, ignoring influ-
ence of the context. With a generalized linear model, each train has its own
probability distribution, which can be used to generate new perturbations.
Second method is to propose solutions with an increased delay absorption ca-
pacity. For that, potential conflicts where a resource is used by two trains in
a short time are identified and penalized in the objective function. With the
probability of delay of this two trains, it is possible to improve the identification
of the potential conflicts according to the actual risk of conflict and to adjust
penalties depending to this risk.Third strategy propose backup platforms in
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case of delays. An ideal period of platform availability can be estimated with
the forecast probabilities.

9 Conclusion

This paper proposed a flexible methodology to predict the delay distribution
of each train arriving at a given station a few days before operations.These
predictions are meant to be used to improve robustness of routing models. The
methodology is based of four steps :

– Data are extracted from historical track occupation records, weather data,
school holidays calendar and speed limitations

– A dataset is created by merging previous data and choosing suitable fea-
tures. Only data less than 20 minutes are modelled as larger values are not
relevant for scheduling robustness.

– A generalized linear model is trained on this dataset. GLMs can model
the response variable with any exponential distribution. For each train, its
distribution parameters are estimate, allowing to reconstitute the global
distribution. A feature selection is carried out to develop simpler and more
accurate models.

– The model is evaluated on unknown data based on its discrimination and
calibration abilities. A time-point based method is used to evaluate cumu-
lative distribution function at different moments.

This approach has been applied to high-speed trains and suburban trains
arriving at a main station in Paris. This two services have different charac-
teristics : high-speed delays are more spread, less sensitive to peak hours and
affluence, suburban trains are more frequent, etc. Results are therefore differ-
ent when applied on the two data sets. High-speed models are calibrate and
discriminate correctly for most of time-points. However, suburban models are
calibrate and discriminate well for first time-points, especially with certain
feature selection scenarios, but they have bad results after the 8th time-point.
This can be partially explained by low rate of delayed suburban trains after
8 minutes (less than 3% of the dataset). Estimated probabilities of medium
delays (between 10 and 20 minutes) are therefore very small and this can make
the Hosmer-Lemeshow test break down.
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